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Most agree that West Liberty is a special place. The first majority Hispanic town in Iowa, it has
been covered by media giants such as Reuters, Telemundo, NBC, and ESPN. But Chuy
Renteria and his friends grew up in the space between these news stories, where a more
complicated West Liberty awaits. We Heard It When We Were Young tells the story of a young
boy, first-generation Mexican American, who is torn between cultures: between immigrant
parents trying to acclimate to midwestern life and a town that is, by turns, supportive and
disturbingly antagonistic.Renteria looks past the public celebrations of diversity to dive into the
private tensions of a community reflecting the changing American landscape. There are culture
clashes, breakdancing battles, fistfights, quinceañeras, vandalism, adventures on bicycles, and
souped-up lowriders, all set to an early 2000s soundtrack. Renteria and his friends struggle to
find their identities and reckon with intergenerational trauma and racism in a town trying to do
the same. A humorous and poignant reflection on coming of age, We Heard It When We Were
Young puts its finger on a particular cultural moment at the turn of the millennium. 

“A heartfelt and vibrant debut, We Heard It When We Were Young chronicles an important Iowan
narrative from a first-generation Mexican immigrant perspective. Chuy Renteria’s conversational
storytelling is by turns funny and wrenching as he explores the cultural dissonance between
neighbors and within families as one small Iowa town evolves.”—Rachel Yoder, author,
Nightbitch“Chuy Renteria writes what no one else can. He writes as a b-boy, a first-generation
Mexican American, a small-town Iowan, a friend, a son, and a brother. The result is part
bildungsroman and part unique socio-cultural exploration. His writing is fascinating, moving, and
full of kinetic style.”—Jennifer Colville, author, Elegies for Uncanny Girls --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorChuy Renteria, a b-boy since the age of fourteen, is a central
figure in the Iowa dance scene, and is also the public engagement coordinator for Hancher
Auditorium. Renteria’s stories have been published in We the Interwoven. He lives in Iowa City,
Iowa. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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to me while growing up. Illustration by Zoë Woodworth.PROLOGUEBY THE TIME I noticed
someone was talking to me, he had repeated himself a few times. His voice invaded my
thoughts, like someone turning the dial on a radio until words creep up from the static. “Hey. Little
Mexican. Hey, I’m talking to you, motherfucker. You little fucking Mexican.”My daydreams of
Nickelodeon shows and video games dissipated. It was the second “Mexican” that snapped me
out of my thoughts. It had so much acid and hate in it, this word that was a statement of who I
was. A qualifier. An identity. A thing for a man to belt out at a child walking home from school. I
was confused at first. Was someone talking to me? All sense of the childhood I had known
before this changed as I turned and saw the couple walking behind me.They were high school
kids. A man and a woman, for all intents and purposes. They were tall like how all high schoolers
are tall when you’re a kid. It was only for an instant when I turned around and saw them, but the
look on the man’s face has stayed with me more than twenty years later. He was blond with the
fuzz of a mustache that teenaged boys try to grow as a badge of honor. His hair was long and
pulled back, like a hockey player before he puts on his helmet. The woman had her arms
entwined in the man’s as they stepped in pace behind me. “Yeah, got your attention, huh,
faggot? I’m talking to you, you little fucking spic. You goddamn wetback. Who do you think you



are, walking and looking back at me like you own this sidewalk?”I remember his eyes. The way
his brows furrowed in anger as he spat out his hate. I was in fifth grade, around age ten or
eleven. But I recall feeling so much younger. I remember this incident as a little boy. As an infant.
I mull over this incident at night. In walks and car rides. In my memories I envision a child walking
on two little legs, which I very much was, but it caught me off guard to realize I was already in
fifth grade when this incident happened. Maybe I remember myself as being so young because I
felt so powerless. To this day his hate distorts this memory. The memory of a child who doesn’t
yet know what it feels like to be dehumanized.But it was his girlfriend who brought about the
worst of it. She tightened her arms around the man. I don’t remember her features, only her
hands as they applied pressure to the denim sleeve of the man beside her. She said his name
but I’ve lost it. “Come on, leave him alone,” she said in a voice that wasn’t so much pleading as it
was singsongy annoyance that she had to temper her boyfriend. “He’s only a kid.”At this time I
turned away from the couple. Everything was on fire. My senses were reduced to base-level
manifestations. Get out of here. Tighten your grip around the straps of your backpack and
quicken your steps before things get worse. Curl up in a ball as you walk. Steel yourself for more.
The man’s words projected across the sidewalk, into my ears and echoing for all of time. “No,
that is the goddamn point. That’s when the hell they need to hear it. Don’t you get it? These little
spics need to hear this. They need to hear it young.” And then he laughed.I heard him say it and
will never forget the words. I said nothing as I increased my distance from the couple. The
woman said something; I imagine she patted him on the arm as she chastised him. A playful
tease as they watched the little boy quicken his pace and cross the street toward the elementary
school where he used to play Heads Up, Seven Up and cry during tornado drills. I will never
forget the deliberateness in his fury. He wanted me to hear it. I write these words as a child
having learned one of the great and horrible lessons of human nature. We heard it when we
were young.———I kept this confrontation buried deep inside me. It stayed tucked away as a
lump in my throat, as an ache in my stomach. To tell my family was to somehow make it more
real, to admit evil like this existed not only in our town but in the world at large. It wasn’t enough
to say that somewhere out there an adult could hurl slurs at a young child to deliberately tear him
down. This wasn’t a scene that played out in grainy black-and-white video on school projectors
or in the sanitized texts of beat-up books you threw into your backpack to be forgotten by the
time you got home. No, this happened right here in my hometown. To me. It was enough to make
my eyes water at the very thought of it. I couldn’t bear to tell my sister or my mother. I didn’t know
how to bring it up to my father or brother. It was my load to bear as I went through school that
week. I didn’t even tell my best friends. It wasn’t until Thursday’s catechism class when it all
came out of me in a small yet pronounced fury.We entered St. Joseph’s Church the same as any
other Thursday, from a nondescript side door leading down into the basement. This Thursday it
all looked so drab and gray. I slunk into my brown metal chair as Mrs. Liddell closed the partition
to our room. Eric clapped his hand on my back as he sat beside me. I hadn’t told him about the
incident by the high school, but he knew me well enough to know that something was eating at



me. Ruben flanked me on the opposite side and offered us each a piece of gum. My head shake
was a barely registered no as the man’s words repeated in my head: “I’m talking to you, you little
fucking spic. You goddamn wetback.” My eyes adjusted as the lighting in the room changed from
the closed partition.Mrs. Liddell got right into the lesson for the week, saying, “Today we are
going to talk about something very important. Respect. We are going to talk about respecting
your elders.”“Oh, here we go,” said Eric as half the class sniggered and laughed, fueled by
whatever recent spat Eric had gotten into with the teachers at school.“No, this is serious,” Mrs.
Liddell continued. “The entire basis of what we are doing right here and right now is based on
respect. I have something to teach you, and you are, or should be, paying me that respect.” This
elicited another response from the class as Mrs. Liddell shot a smile at Eric. Eric blushed a bit
and smiled in return, not talking back this time. “What I implore you all to do is listen to the adults
in your lives. Really listen to them and show them the respect they show you. Your elders have
things to teach you as long as you are willing to listen. They will show you the way.”As far as a
lesson went, this was fairly average. Benign, even. Listen to your teachers, brush your teeth,
don’t eat too many sweets, pray before bed. Any other day I would have met it with my usual
inattentiveness and longing for Nintendo sessions back home. Instead it was the first and only
time I said something directly to our catechism class. I unfurled my hand toward the buzzing
fluorescent lights of the church basement.Mrs. Liddell did a slight double take when she saw my
hand in the air. “Oh, Chuy? You have something to add?” I could feel Eric and Ruben looking at
each other from either side of me. Maybe they thought I was going to bring up the “masturbation
is a sin” lesson from two weeks ago.“But not all of the adults in our lives are good people. Not
everyone in this town is good. Why should we listen to people like that even though they’re older
than us?” I said with the quiet fury of a boy pouring out trauma.There was a shuffling in the room,
an energy of not knowing how to deal with this question. It was a question uncharacteristic of me
in the context of our classes. It was like the air got sucked out of the partitioned room. Mrs.
Liddell stammered, “Wh-why, yes. There are bad people out in the world. This is true. But I’m
talking about the adults in our community looking out for you. The ones in our church. In our
town.”My eyes were welling up. I wished they weren’t. I wished that they were dry and that I was
free from any emotion as I responded. I wish they weren’t welling up now as I write this. That the
pain I experienced as a little boy didn’t still hurt as a man looking back at the cruelty of the world.
“No. Even in this town. There are evil people. Just because they’re old doesn’t mean they know
anything. It just means they are older people who are evil,” I said, my voice wavering.The adult in
the room full of children stopped. She looked at me and saw something. Pain or anger. Fear and
questioning. The pretense of a lesson stopped then as she really looked at me. “Chuy, what
happened?” And I told her and my classmates what happened. It was only a couple of blocks
from where we were in the church. I told them about the high schooler and the things I
heard.“Chuy, yo, this is for real?” Eric asked as I finished my recollection.“Yeah, of course it is,”
replied Ruben as his head shook like he was very slightly repeating a nod yes, a tic he has when
he’s really internalizing something. The usual bustle of our class was silent.Mrs. Liddell reeled



from the revelation. “And that was at the high school, you said? Here in town?” I nodded from my
seat, my head turned down toward the table.It wasn’t that Mrs. Liddell didn’t believe me. It was
that she couldn’t believe her town had the capacity for such hatred. I will never forget how she
stood in the middle of the room, processing the story, trying to reconcile it with the town she
once knew. Because she now had to add this extra piece to West Liberty, one that changed the
sum of it from its individual parts. It changed her like it changed me, the knowledge that this
hatred manifested itself in her neighbors. In the graduating seniors as they celebrated Skip Day
and drove around town. It was part of the factory and homecoming parades. It was the grocery
store and tractor trailers on the south side of town. It was schools and libraries. It was in the
church she stood within. All of the parts of the town had to share space with the revelation of this
hatred that seared itself into the soul of a little boy who played games with her son at recess. It’s
all I can do to keep myself from crying, the memory of this woman not being able to reconcile the
town she knew with the reality before her. “I’m sorry,” she said with a deflation of authority. “You’re
right. You’re right and I’m sorry.” I felt a touch on my back as one of my friends comforted me,
their hand moving in little circles and swishing against the fabric of my coat.PART
ONEWELCOME TO WEST LIBERTYTHE MANGLED OPENING guitar licks of “Angel Baby” by
Rosie (real name Rosalie Méndez) and the Originals drifted from the tape deck through Ray’s
garage. Anyone who knows a little guitar can tell you that the player is an amateur, stiff and
unsure. But to us it didn’t matter. That song is a bona fide lowrider classic, enough to make it into
the mix of oldies Ray had on in the background. I was a kid when my dad took me to see Ray,
young enough that the memory is only a few images and sounds like those guitar licks. All I knew
was that we were in “Lowrider Ray’s” garage in nearby Muscatine, and that he was a big
deal.Lowrider Ray was a legend in our circles. If you were Mexican in West Liberty at the time
and had even a passing interest in cars, you knew of Ray. He painted and fabricated fantastical
lowrider modifications to classic cars. A Lowrider Magazine calendar of pinup girls adorned my
dad’s garage. That very magazine featured Ray in different issues, and I remember combing
through one of them. In the feature, Ray was kneeling by one of his tricked-out creations,
pointing out the full bar in the trunk. Its back doors opened wide to present enough libations to
start any party, anywhere.Ray had christened my dad’s ’52 Chevy Fleetline lowrider, applying its
signature white-and-pink paint job before selling it to my dad. This was all before my time, mind
you. I asked my dad, and he has it pegged that he bought it around ’88 or ’89. I would have been
three or four at the time. Now I was old enough to come with my dad to check out Ray’s latest
work.Rosie hit her falsetto on Ray’s tape deck. Her vocalizations cut through the cigarette smoke
that wisped throughout the stuffy garage. “Ooh ooh I love you, ooh ooh I do . . .” I was by my
dad’s side as Ray showed us around his garage. There were two lowriders he was currently
working on, one apple green and the other cherry red, both painted as bright as one could make
colors in the real world. Ray had framed snippets of his Lowrider Magazine features on the wall.
Beside these were other photos of him, squatting and posing with the cars he built. His babies,
as he called them.Ray and my dad talked in Spanish as I followed along. Ray would sometimes



break out into Spanglish, usually directed at me. He had this way of talking in English, this
accent that was the opposite of my dad’s. The cadence and lilt of his words flowed in a
stereotypical vato accent. “Primo, mira, check this shit out,” he said to me as he squatted down
and pointed out some detailing on one of the cars. Like I said, I don’t remember how young I was
then, but I was young enough that he had to get real low. He knew I liked to draw, and he
switched his beer bottle and cigarette from one hand to the other to better gesture toward the
detailing. His hands were hard and calloused, like my dad’s.I remember feeling a little afraid of
Ray. I was a shy, anxious kid and didn’t talk much to any adult. But there was something about
Ray. When he noticed I wasn’t responding to how he painted the car’s trim, he took a drag on his
cigarette. “Mijo, go get us another Bud Light, huh?” And he patted my head before standing up
with a groan. He and my dad continued their conversation in Spanish as I walked over to the mini
fridge, happy to step away for a bit with a task I knew how to do. I remember my dad and tíos
tasking me to go get them some beers while they were talking at parties or watching boxing
matches in the living room. Sometimes my Tío Javier got so buzzed that he would give me a
tip.After I grabbed two bottles, I turned around and got a look at my dad and Ray. Besides their
work ethic, manifested in their calloused hands, I regarded them as opposites. My dad had his
unofficial uniform on, the same outfit he has worn throughout his day-to-day life: some type of
button-up shirt, short-sleeved in the summer, long-sleeved in the winter. Slacks or muted jeans.
Unassuming work shoes, worn and black, picked for their utilitarianism and comfort on the
factory floor. My dad had fine, thinning hair that he parted to the side. He was light-skinned and
handsome in the way that people say an older man is comfortable in his handsomeness. He
looked like an older version of the dude on the Tapatío bottle. There are two real people my
friends said my dad looked like while we were growing up—former Iowa Governor Terry
Branstad or a Mexican Saddam Hussein, which was more a comment on my dad’s perpetual
mustache than anything else. Our family always thought that was funny though. We’d point out
“our dad” when “he” was talking Iowa politics or Iraqi regime change on the news. My dad had a
very slight potbelly, like the kind a weightlifter has. Like the one I am beginning to develop in my
midthirties, which is around the same age my dad was that day in Ray’s garage. His belly
paunched despite the strength in his arms and hands.Ray was shorter and rounder. He was
dark, like how I got the summer I did roofing with my brother. Ray had that horseshoe-shaped
male pattern baldness. But it was fine because he always wore a nice fedora. Sometimes you’d
forget about his baldness because it looked like he had a full head of hair peeking out from his
hat. Ray always wore sunglasses and would wear button-ups like my dad. But whereas my dad’s
shirts were functional, Ray’s were stylish. He always matched his shirts with his Dickies or
rocked them with a crisp white tee underneath. As my cousin Tony says, “They don’t make them
like Ray no more, man. That dude was one of the true lowriders.” He had style. Not just in the
way he dressed or how he carried himself but in how he articulated it in his craft. In his babies.I
have to be fair to my dad here. I would be straight-up lying if I said he didn’t have style. He rocked
the finest cowboy hats and boots at the bailes at the West Liberty Community Center near Louis



Rich. He would wait until he went back to his hometown of Ojinaga and buy the legit stuff worth
hundreds of dollars. But here’s the rub. There’s this question that gets thrown around in different
Mexican communities in America. The question of what kind of Mexican are you. There are the
Texas paisas and the California vatos. Both my mom and dad are from northern Mexico–
southern Texas border states. We are norteños. Hell, I’d go so far as to claim another subsect I
don’t want to admit—we are midwestern Mexicans. (I bleat out “Ope” when someone bumps into
me at the grocery store.) Compound this with the fact that every kid thinks their dad is a square
compared to their idea of what constitutes “cool” Mexicanness, and Ray’s lowrider oldies
intrigued me. The way he talked like the hood movies my sister would watch was light-years
cooler than my dad’s English. My dad dressed me up in cowboy boots and hats when I was a
toddler. I remember his disapproval when I got old enough to switch the Mexican radio station to
pop in my brother’s Nirvana Unplugged cassette tape.Me in my cowboy outfit, age seven.As a
young kid my admiration of Ray’s style never translated to a real interest in lowriders or cars.
When I was still quite young, the police arrested Ray Olivarez. According to court documents,
“Raymond Olivarez pled guilty to conspiracy to distribute narcotics” in November of 1995. I can’t
say for certain, but it makes a lot of sense that this was how Ray was able to afford the cars he
worked on. I never thought about how much it cost my dad to buy that lowrider from Ray.
Growing up I’d say we were lower middle class as far as the average goes. Closer to the lower
than the middle for sure. We weren’t struggling. But I was on the free and reduced lunch
program. And there were a few times when the electric company shut off our energy and we
couldn’t immediately pay the bill. We lit candles while my parents scrambled for cash. That car
had to have cost my dad a big chunk of his resources. He sacrificed to buy this car from a man
the police arrested for selling dope and put in jail for a long time. Ray’s incarceration is why I only
have this one scant memory of his garage. And why a bit of danger, fear, and mysterious
coolness tints that memory.It’s still hard to reconcile my low-key, straight-laced dad with Ray and
that car. In a way, I separated the purchase and ownership of that car from my dad. It existed as
a constant in our driveway. I can’t picture my dad stunting and flaunting, hitting the hydraulic
switches. That car is a manifestation of when you hear stories from your parents’ friends of how
they used to wild-out as teenagers. You can believe it but you can’t picture it in your brain, like for
real for real.So the following I pieced together from different accounts, from family members and
people in the community. Juan De Dios Renteria bought Lowrider Ray’s Chevy Fleetline in the
eighties. My dad had heard of Ray and his cars shortly after he moved to Muscatine, Iowa, from
his hometown of Ojinaga, Mexico. My dad actually grew up in this tiny little pueblo a few hours
away from Ojinaga named Maijoma. Maijoma reminds me of the places Gabriel García Márquez
writes of, full of lore and mystery. The last time we went to Maijoma, my dad pointed to an old
stable by his childhood home. He said in Spanish, “My brother and I built that for my parents in a
week.”Back in Ojinaga, he heard about work in a city called Muscatine in Iowa. He heard about
this through various means. Part of it was very much word of mouth; one family goes and they
tell loved ones of the opportunity. “There’s inside factory jobs here. It’s hard work, yeah, but it’s



stable. You actually get paychecks.” My dad says he also saw flyers for these Iowa meatpacking
factories, for places like IBP (Iowa Beef Processors) in Columbus Junction, Heinz in Muscatine,
and Louis Rich in West Liberty.Like a lot of other first-generation kids, I never knew the specifics
of my parents’ pilgrimage until I was older. My mom said her journey was easy but my dad had a
journey fraught with sadness. She said with a smirk, side-eyeing my dad, “Él estaba un wetback.
Tiene una historia llena de triste.” My dad sat in his recliner and nodded. He was like a lot of
other Mexican and Central American immigrants who made the trek in the late sixties and early
seventies, forever changing the landscape of these sleepy Midwest towns.My parents on their
wedding day.Not that Muscatine was all that sleepy. Its population in 1970 was hovering around
twenty-two thousand people. Mark Twain lived in Muscatine at one point in his life. Juan De Dios
Renteria met Irene De La Paz in Muscatine. They were both from separate border regions in
Mexico, hours apart. They each followed family to Iowa. After they had my older brother and
sister, there was an accident. A space heater caught fire and their house burned down. To start
anew in a quieter, smaller place, my parents moved twenty miles northwest to the “more
peaceful” West Liberty.Not too long after this move and before I was born in ’85, my dad bought
his lowrider from Ray in Muscatine. It’s important to stress that, to me, all accounts of my dad’s
lowrider actually functioning are secondhand. My own personal experience with it was that it sat
dormant in our driveway—except that one time Jerry and I got it to lumber up for a few moments
of goofing off and posing for pictures like vatos in front of its rusted carcass.Nancy in the lowrider
before my time.It’s also important to stress that through these accounts I learned something
integral to the car’s history. I learned how badass, legendary, and Mexican that thing was in West
Liberty. My dad’s lowrider was the first Mexican anything in the Muscatine County Fair Parade.
This was the parade that kicked off the county fair every July, when nomadic carnies and
hustlers would descend on the town, settling in a temporary spot by the West Liberty Community
Center. Back in the day, the parade was like any other typical small-town parade in Iowa. A rural
white affair. There was the 4-H float. Convertibles with heavy-haired pageant queens practicing
their slow waves. Tractors and more tractors and heavy farm machinery. And, of course, the
Shriners doing doughnuts in their tiny cars and throwing candy to us kids. My favorite part of the
parade was the end, when a mass of clowns would walk through the streets. Clowns terrified my
sister and I reveled in her fright. I took it as karma for all the times she beat me up.But before my
time, among the clowns, tractors, and fez-wearing Shriners, there was my dad and his lowrider.
He would lumber through the streets, waiting for the right moment. For the float in front of him to
get some distance. Then he’d flip the hydraulic switches and make that car dance in front of the
crowds. My brother and sister would laugh and relish the attention. They’d throw out candy from
the back windows to kids jumping up and down, mimicking the lowrider in front of them.Cruising
around downtown.Those parade rides placed my dad and his lowrider in the annals of West
Liberty’s history. If you were to ask older Mexicans in particular, they’d reminisce about that
lowrider and the times it cruised among the country fare in the parades. Even when it nestled
into its permanent home on our driveway to accumulate cobwebs and rust, they’d wax poetic



about the beauty of that car lying in wait, begging for Juan and his sons to fix it up. How it shone
as a beacon in our driveway by the football field and track. If you came into town from Highway 6
and turned onto Elm Street, it was one of the first landmarks you’d see. “Go past the bowling
alley and track. See that bomba-ass lowrider? Yeah, then you’re on the right track.”I was in a few
of those parades too, when I was a baby or toddler, but too young to remember. I can imagine
my dad’s smile, though, like the smile he gave me when we were standing before the husk of his
car one day and he said, “We can fix it if you want.”———The cicadas’ whine was a pulse. Wave
after wave reverberated through the trees with violence as we rummaged through the trunk of
my dad’s lowrider. It was a balmy afternoon in ’93 and Jerry Sayabeth’s shoes were coming up
off the concrete of my driveway as he seesawed into the trunk like a toddler who needed to fold
his entire body into the toy chest. Jerry hesitated. The sharp metal lip of the trunk dug into his
belly as he held the jumper cable clip in his hands.These were the cables we found in my dad’s
garage, among the old tires, blue barrels of scrap metal, oil-stained cardboard, and roofing
shingles. We found them along the same wall as the girl-of-the-month Lowrider Magazine
calendar. Ms. April beckoned to us in the damp garage that smelled like gasoline and sweat and
rust and work. The calendar was a talking point to us ten-year-olds. We pretended like we
weren’t kind of scared of the poofed-up hair and high-waist swimsuits. Skirted around the fact
that we hadn’t gone through puberty. That we hadn’t had that awkward class on “the changes”
with our gym teacher Mr. Nelson, the class that culminated in him telling us we stank and giving
out deodorant samples. Jerry made sure to laugh as he went to change the month and spotted
the jumper cables.“Chuy. Yo. There. There they are. Those are the cables we need for the last
battery. The one to make the car jump!” he said, letting go of the calendar.Now Jerry teetered
before three ancient batteries in the trunk. I was in the driver’s seat of my father’s ’52 Chevy
Fleetline lowrider. It had a white base with pink trim. Accent lines wrapped around its bulbous
body. The huge black- and gray-cushioned seats were swallowing me whole. My gaze oscillated
from the control panel of hydraulic switches to Jerry in the rearview mirror.Earlier that day we
had scraped off the rust and corrosion from the batteries in the back of the lowrider. The car had
been dormant long enough that we could only get it to start in spurts. We would turn the ignition
and it would shake and shudder, idling for a few seconds before cutting off with a groan.Our plan
was this. In the precious seconds after I turned the ignition, Jerry would clamp our scavenged
cables on the last battery. Right after, he would holler at me and I would try the hydraulic
switches in a furor to see if we could get the car to jump like the cars in the music videos we
watched at White Josh’s house.I was looking at the switches on the middle console. Some of
them were regular-looking metal tails that clacked with satisfaction. But a few had these colorful
polymer accents plugged over them, like big Jolly Ranchers with celestial detailing. This one
switch in the middle looked encased in amber. It was the mosquito from Jurassic Park atop the
old guy’s cane, the metal switch inside lit like magic hour.“I said! Are you ready?” Jerry called
from his spot at the trunk.“Whoops! Yeah, yeah, I’m good,” I replied. “Okay, here we go, on three,
two . . .”I reached over and cranked the ignition. The car convulsed. Ancient framework ground



and groaned, gears and machinery from before our time scraping against itself.I heard Jerry
make a sound loud enough that it cut through the roar of the car. It was a yelp, wingdings and
symbols in comic book speech bubbles. It was surprise and panic.“Yo . . . yo . . . holy shit, yo!
Help!” Jerry said as I struggled to scooch from the seat. His panic turned to patented Jerry
giggles as I rounded the corner of the lowrider. Jerry was patting the arm of his long-sleeved
Adidas shirt. There were wisps of smoke coming from scorch marks on the dark blue sleeve, like
an absent-minded smoker fell asleep and dropped their cigarette on select spots of Jerry’s arm. I
could smell the burned fabric. Jerry was smiling, his voice the embodiment of prepubescent
squeal.“Dude, you shoulda seen that shit.”“You’re kidding, right? You caught fire?”“Man, you
know it! The battery sparked like crazy. I actually had to put out the sparks on the rest of the
trunk. The felt lining caught fire first. I don’t think it’s regulation,” Jerry said.“Yeah, I think that’s the
point,” I said while we both surveyed the damage to Jerry’s favorite shirt. He actually had two
shirts on, as was the style at the time. His Adidas was over an extra-large long-sleeved white tee
that came close to his knees, a style he aped from the older Laotian kids at the trailer
courts.Before we internalized how bad things could have gotten, one key sound remained. It was
the rumble of the lowrider. Still on and idling. Our window before its inevitable sputtering death
was closing. We looked at each other, wide-eyed.“The switches!” we said in unison. I ran back to
the driver’s seat as Jerry scrambled around the other side. I clambered into the car and tried the
switches closest to me. Jerry opened his door and executed a perfect dive onto the passenger
seat like we had seen Mr. Austin teach the JV football players. He tried the far-right switches. Our
fingers worked like they were playing Nintendo. The switches clicked in rapid-fire succession,
clickclickclick. We felt the car give a massive heave as our hands both reached the last switch in
the middle. The amber Jurassic Park switch. I looked over at Jerry.“Do it,” he said while he
propped his chin in hands, his elbows on the seat. I flipped the switch and we felt the lowrider
heave and shudder, but differently from before. Jerry gripped the bottom of the seat tight as the
entire body of the car lifted into the air. We whooped and hollered like it was a carnival ride at the
fair, except we’d activated this car by our own design. This wasn’t standing in line to ride the
Zipper, waiting for a bored carnie to wave you through. This was all us.“Try the blue one now,”
Jerry said. Gravity pulled our weight against the back of the seats. The front of the car stuck
several feet in the air. I held the blue switch and the back of the car raised to meet the front.
“Alright, alright, alright, now how do we jump?” Jerry asked himself. But before we could try any
more switches, the lowrider gave one last groan.“It’s dying, man,” I said. The car hissed and
deflated. We were silent as it descended to the earth. Attained equilibrium.“Dang, yo, go, go,”
Jerry said as he began flipping switches at random. It was over. Jerry corrected himself, sat
upright in his seat. We were silent for a few minutes. An eternity in ten-year-old time. “That shit
was tight though, right?” Jerry asked.“Yeah, it was!” I replied before he even got his question
out.We both cackled with laughter for a long time. I grabbed my dad’s car keys from the ignition
after our laughter subsided, tracing my thumb over the lacquered scorpion on the keychain. I had
stolen them from their spot hanging on the kitchen wall. Remembering I had taken them without



permission sobered me up.We both strained to slam the heavy car doors shut. Making our way
to the back of the car, we closed the trunk and did that move kids do to jump up on seats that are
too high—use your hands to boost yourself up, spin midjump, and land with aplomb. The paint
job on the rest of the body was holding up, but the back side was developing these cancerous
rust spots from facing the sun all day. By then the spots were big and melding into one another.
Flecks of paint and rust chipped into the air as we plopped onto the car.The midday sun shone
bright on our faces as our conversation lulled. My family lived in a white house on Elm Street, the
last house before the high school football field and track, and the sounds of a lazy afternoon in
small-town Iowa came into focus as we sat. The forever and ever, never-ending locusts, loud and
oppressive. Dueling lawn mowers in the distance. The coming and going of cars as they passed.
Almost everyone did a variation of a wave or head nod. Some did a combination of both. Some
did that move where you keep your hand on the steering wheel but acknowledge with two
fingers. I lay back on the trunk and stared at the clear blue sky, swirls of gnats coming in and out
of focus at will.“Some of these people don’t have nothing better to do than to just stare,” Jerry
said.“Who passed by?”“Last one was Ms. Morrison. Before that was the lady that works at True
Value, in the truck. And before that was your sister’s friend, Maria. Cruising,” Jerry said, taking off
his visor and brushing his hair from his eyes. Jerry’s hair was a bowl cut with red-orange
highlights. The Laotian kids at the trailer court where he lived would cut each other’s hair. There
was a hierarchy of who got to cut whose hair based on age and ability. I wasn’t privy to those
details and never asked Jerry about it. I thought his hair was cool but never something I could
rock because it was a Laostha style.I always felt average compared to my friends, Jerry in
particular. He had style and was the funny guy in our group. He wore his visor backward and
upside down. Baggy jeans poked from under his oversized tee. His pant legs were rolled to
display his chunky K-Swiss shoes, always clean and white. In comparison I had on black gym
shorts and a West Liberty Comets shirt. These were hand-me-downs from my older sister,
Nancy. I ended up getting lots of her clothes, and I hated it. Not because of the look—Nancy was
a tomboy and the clothes were innocuous enough—but because she loved to terrorize and beat
me up. She had a mean streak and I was often on the receiving end of her wrath. This, and the
fact that my wardrobe first belonged to a fourteen-year-old girl, was something I kept from my
friends.“Maybe they’re looking at the car?” I asked.“They shoulda saw it a couple minutes ago
when the hydraulics were working and we had its nose up in the air,” Jerry replied. “It woulda
been dope if it got stuck like that. To prove to people that we did it.”I thought about how my dad
would feel if he found his car in such a state. What my mom would yell at me as punishment. I
changed the subject.“Where’s Ruben and Eric? They should be here by now.”“They’re prolly still
dealing with the aftermath of Eric and Mr. Ingles getting into it. You heard about that
right?”“Ruben was telling me at lunch that he had to calm Eric down, that he got into some . . .
stuff again . . .”“Some shit, you mean?” Jerry said.“. . . that Eric talked back in social studies and
Ruben had to step in so he didn’t get into more trouble. But that’s all he said.”From his perch on
the lowrider Jerry pantomimed looking around so no one could hear. Jerry was our go-to



recapper and relayer. He rubbed his hands together.“Okay, so Mr. Ingles is going off talking
about hot dogs and history like he usually does, right? And he starts talking about Cinco de
Mayo.”“Uh-oh,” I said, remembering last May and how Eric got into it with a girl at school when
she wished him a happy Independence Day.“You know it. And Ingles is going business as usual
when Eric up and yells, ‘That’s not our Independence Day! It’s just a random battle that white
people use as an excuse to get drunk!’ ”“What? He said that?”“Didn’t even raise his hand or
nothin’.”“Whoa. I mean. I didn’t even know that,” I said.“Yeah, he must’ve learned it from one of
his brothers.” Eric Maldonado was the third oldest in a family of six boys. Legend had it that his
parents kept on trying for a girl and kept on having boys till his mom couldn’t bear it anymore.
Eric’s two older brothers rubbed off on him, the same way all our older siblings influenced us,
more than our parents or teachers. They were the zeitgeist. But Sergio and Junior were both
bigger guys finishing high school, big and tough. Eric was one of the smallest boys in our grade.
His three younger brothers were already catching up to him in size. Being the runt of the
Maldonado litter gave him a Napoleon complex. If something rubbed him the wrong way, he’d be
the first to escalate. “You know Eric though, little guy can’t keep it in when a teacher pushes his
buttons. And Mr. Ingles wasn’t having it, telling Eric he was wrong. Eric kept saying, ‘Let’s get an
encyclopedia right now and prove I’m right!’ They went back and forth until Ruben jumped into
the convo, trying to calm Eric down. But in the end they both got in trouble.”The sound of bike
wheels on gravel cut through the air. Eric and Ruben tore through the alley by the side of my
house, raced through the front yard, and slammed their brakes, fishtailing and coming onto their
front tires.“Yo, yo, nalgas!” Ruben yelled as he jumped off his bike. It rolled and slammed onto its
side on the grass.“Ah, speak of the devil and the little devil,” Jerry said as he pushed off the
lowrider.Eric smiled. “Ay, man, don’t push it,” he said as he came over and gave me dap. Eric’s
notorious short fuse didn’t transfer to our clique. It didn’t take much for someone outside our
group to say or do something that set him off. But he was always jovial with us. And we took it
upon ourselves to try our best to mitigate and curb Eric’s outbursts.“You should have seen this
guy going off,” Ruben said as he scooped up a dormant basketball. The lowrider was opposite a
USA Dream Team basketball hoop my dad set up. Our group wouldn’t so much play, like my
older cousin Freddy and his jock friends. But we’d practice trick shots in HORSE or lower the
hoop to engineer fantastical dunks. “Jerry—all you!” Ruben said as he heaved the ball at the
backboard.Jerry ran and jumped to catch the ball midair and complete the alley-oop they had
been perfecting. His fingers tipped the ball and changed its trajectory, causing it to slam into the
passenger door of the lowrider. “Party foul,” Jerry said as he jogged to catch the ball. The side of
the car had various dents and dings from our NBA Jam recreations.“Anyway,” Eric said as he
leaned against the lowrider, “it don’t matter. I’m not scared of Mr. Ingles. And he was wrong. I’m
not gonna keep my mouth shut when people don’t know what they’re saying.”“Yeah, we definitely
know that,” I said as I joined Eric to watch Jerry and Ruben botch their move, ducking out of the
way when the ball came slamming into the car. “You proved that over and over . . . and
over.”Ruben palmed the ball in both hands and stopped for a moment. His words came out



sharp. “Yeah, fool, we know! But you forget about the Snow Bowl. Mr. Ingles ain’t gonna forget
that come winter.”Eric strained for a retort but couldn’t think of anything to say. The Snow Bowl
was a glorified recess game of flag football that Mr. Ingles orchestrated when there was enough
accumulated snow on the field to emulate a Lambeau Field winter classic. Mr. Ingles was the
designated quarterback for both teams, reliving some golden age of his youth. It was legendary
among the fifth-and sixth-grade boys transitioning into tackle football in junior high.Sensing the
energy shift, we all stopped and waited for Ruben to continue. “You don’t think Mr. Ingles talks to
Mr. Austin, or shit, even the high school coaches?” Ruben’s words hung in the air. Jerry and I
scuffed at the pavement, averting our eyes.
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donald schiek, “Five stars are not enough!. When I read this it felt like simple honesty in telling
his story was transformative for Chuy (the beloved author) & me the reader because of Chuy's
simple candid honesty.Don't take my word for it read it! Thank you Chuy! Thank you Darcy too!
XOXO I love you guys & Ruben too!”

Christine Poulesn, “Very good read.. I have lived in the small town written about in this book for
38 years and have a son about the same age as the author. This insight into what the author had
to endure growing up, and his family’s struggles made me really reflect on many aspects that I
had never given much thought.Definitely recommend especially if you know of the town or any
first generation Mexican-Americans.”

Prairie House, “A Stunning Memoir!. This book is stunning. Renteria's writing is mesmerizing. He
gives a balanced view--some good, some bad. The effects others have had on him, from friends
to adults, and the good and bad decisions he made himself. I knew nothing about b-boys and
break dancing but his descriptions create a need to explore. The title, I believe, points to the
experience that most of us have had--an adult tells us something about ourselves when we are
children that stays with us forever. I was told I wasn't a good singer by someone whose opinions I
don't even respect. To this day I have never sung in front of anyone. Now imagine that what you
were told is racial or cultural slur--something that affects every aspect of your life. Read this
book!”

The book by Chuy Renteria has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 18 people have provided feedback.
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